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                                 TRANSFORMATIONAL THEATER:  

                  An Introduction to Soma-dramas in Wholebody Focusing  
    Glenn Fleisch, Ph.D., MFT  

                 Written for workshop presented at The Focusing International in Seattle (2014) 

There is something magical about the theater... because the actor's gesturing animates my own body... which is 

precisely what is called 'drama.' The basis for this magic is the intentionality which links our body to the world ... 

between actor and audience... the movement of transcendence that represents the expressive signification of the 

body. Merleau-Ponty 

 

Introduction 

 Are you at the edge of a next step, yet one that feels hard to take? Are you aware of a 

chronic pattern, one that seems hard to break? Today we are going to embark on a journey, an 

embodied journey from intention through blockage to expression. 

 I have been experimenting over a number of years with integrating elements from 

embodied improvisation and drama work in my practice of Wholebody Focusing. It has opened 

new avenues in my own growth and development as well as presenting exciting and expanded 

possibilities for deepened engagement with clients and students. Since Focusing is all about 

facilitating direct experiencing and bodily knowing, why have we restricted the practice to 

mostly verbal symbolization and the connection of head to torso? Why do we practice mostly 

with eyes closed and in a sitting position, when this can be very restrictive, limiting and 

disconnected from the visual field with another? Are not the eyes our gateway to the soul? Do 

we not body forth our patterns and life-stances in interaction? We all experience internal theater 

of inner dramas and characters that "inhabit" our personal world. The dynamics of WBF oriented 

drama-work is to allow our internal theater to be "played out" in an interactive space with others.  

 All of the tools I will be presenting first emerged spontaneously in therapy or Focusing 

sessions, and in workshops. They are instances of WB Focusing oriented improvisation, 

spontaneous responsiveness that arise from felt sensing what might be needed, missing or helpful 

in carrying forward some aspect of living that has been blocked, stuck or a pattern so ingrained 

that it has become the landscape of our being in the world. And they all have the common feature 

of inviting something that has been inward to be allowed to move outward into expression, 

movement and inter-action from within its own energy and felt sense. Anything that is 

experienced as a "something" including postures, symptoms, environment, 'voices,' feeling 

qualities can be explored as their own living beings or entities- which can then be given space to 

express themselves in their own way and/or can also be explored in imaginal space.  
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1. Soma-drama Soma-dramas provide a "new kind of interaction" in which we concretely, 

bodily live together in a new way that works through and transform a pattern, a stoppage. Their 

central aim is to provide a "corrective emotional experience" (F. Alexander), an embodied 

unfolding in the direction of righting, repairing, redoing, and restoring what has been lost, 

impaired or forgotten. The integration of Focusing with drama has been an evolution, based in 

part on empirical research in my own personal work as well as my work as a therapist. Over 

time, I began to observe that the body comes alive, moves, gestures, expresses in its own ways 

independent of our conscious control or awareness. It is within this embodied dimension that I 

noticed how something like a gesture, a simple movement of the hand or hands/arms implicitly 

conveys so much information. We can invite a gestural move for example to be explored as its 

own "entity," as a living being that is expressing something not yet formed yet coming alive, 

awakening, directly showing us (Gendlin would say "implying") a next step or life-forward 

direction. This phenomenon which I termed "implicit leads" was the beginning of the crossing of 

Focusing with dramatic improvisation. From there I noticed a range of bodily expressions can be 

explored in a similar way- as embodied aspects of a felt self, a way of being in the world. The 

bodily comportment, or "bodying forth" is a somatic pattern, disclosing or revealing something 

that is seeking attention and expression.  Anything that emerges can be explored as a character in 

our "inner theater," an entity or living being that can be allowed to present itself on the "stage."  

We will be practicing this process I now call soma-dramas in relation to a specific pattern in 

your life that you would like to explore.  

  This presentation is an experiential introduction to the process of soma-dramas in 

Wholebody Focusing, in the safety and support of our Transformational Theater. Our bodily 

patterns and embodied life stances show and tell the story of how we are stuck- revealing a world 

of characters, environments and plots, a drama in the living body of which we are usually not 

aware. Soma-dramas are not psychodrama- but rather are a WBF process of co-creating a 

dramatization (externalization) of our inner world of living beings. Any aspect of that world can 

be explored as its own living entity, such as symptoms, bodily postures/stances, inner selves, etc. 

As we will experience, these are  interactive events, embodied engagements in which we both 

embody a character or aspect, inhabit its world, gain a felt sense of its energy and spirit, and 

allow that part to interact, move, speak, act of its own accord. 
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2. What is soma? Soma (Greek= "body)" means not just the observable physical body but the 

inner felt body, the living body in its wholeness, the "body as perceived from within by first-

person perception" (Thomas Hanna). The body in Focusing is thus synonymous with soma, i.e. 

the body as felt from inside. Soma refers to the inner human being, the embodied soul or 

ensouled body, its spiritual substantiality (Peter Wilberg), the inner space that connects our 

functioning – the center of life energy. Human somas are both self-sensing and self-acting,  a 

receptive as well as active "organ" of being.  Thus, when we use the term soma we will always 

be referencing a process of inward self-awareness, an inner being with its own life energy and 

spirit- and its movement outward into expression. It is this inherent unity of felt sensing and felt 

enacting that forms our somatic self.  

 The somatic (felt sense of) self can be thought of as an embodied life-stance (body 

schema). Thus, it is not just what happens to us that forms our somatic self, but rather the stance 

that some place takes in relation to what happened. Often, when the soma closes off and restricts 

movement, what results are repetitive sensory-motor patterns that characterize our somatic self. 

Once learned, they become self-perpetuating- retaining and bringing forward the presence of the 

"past" as well as foreclosing the "future." Soma-dramas thus function as a form of somatic 

(re)learning, through embodying and playing out new possibilities of being... by focusing 

awareness on the unknown (the implicit).  

 

3. Something we want to live further Soma-dramas begin with an awareness of being at an 

edge, of wanting to explore and/or transform a pattern, symptom or life-issue. A soma-drama 

emerges as a form of experiential exploration,  a journey into imaginal space (like dreaming), a 

wholebody journey following the unfolding of inner directed movement of energy and spirit as 

well as via impromptu interactive enactment of the pattern we are exploring. Soma-dramas 

enable us to co-create scenarios in which our bodily stories can be played out not only by 

ourselves but through the living body of others. Whatever arises on our stage is allowed to have 

its life, to let the body move us, to follow and inhabit the lived space in which our body is free to 

explore, express and move from within its own energy.  

 They are based on the central notion that the living body carries its own natal 

intentionality (directionality), that it knows and leads the way toward resolution and that it can 

fill in through our engaged interaction what should have happened or needs to happen. In 
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addition, we must expand the sense of our living body as soma- as an inter-somatic field that is 

not encapsulated in our skin, but is always already "out there" in the world, both personal and 

universal. Thus, we are all somatically interconnected, so that your body can develop a felt sense 

of another's inner character, and "play that out" (take a stance on their behalf). In soma-dramas, 

all of us share and participate in the transformation of ourselves, each other and the community.  

 

4. Intention for the journey A soma-drama is founded on the power of intention- a reason or 

purpose for journeying- a question that becomes a quest or a strong desire for change, answers, 

and discovery. The intention is crucial because it forms the thread, the seed, binding our path on 

the journey- allowing what we encounter and uncover to be meaningful within the context of our 

intentionality. It is important that the intention not be a specific behavioral goal or external action 

but rather be a (as the word implies) stretching forth of our body-self- a desire to develop and 

live further certain qualities of being, or new capacities of the self. It the intention, the question 

that for me is at the heart of the soma-drama- in the sense that the purpose and reason for our 

journey holds our attention, concentrates our focus, and paradoxically, allows us to open 

awareness to whatever arises in the process as having meaning. Bodily movements, gestures, 

images, sounds, sensations, thoughts etc, all are meaningful (are intentional) within the context 

of the drama.  And most importantly, it provides a "handle" for the participants to actively intend 

to the Focuser, providing a felt sense of meaning (as in, to mean what one feels, does and says) 

within the process. The intentionality (directedness) also allows whatever comes into awareness 

to be potentially meaningful and purposeful in the drama- including sounds, movements, images, 

sensations etc. As the whole web of life is interconnected, and everything has its own spirit, the 

intention offers us a channel within which to incorporate all that arises as part of the journey to 

Wholeness. Remember that energy= intention + soma (sensory-motor).  

 

5. Inter-being: the bodily interactive field Soma dramas are a relational or interactive process, in 

which each person's "move" in the therapeutic "dance" is intertwined with that of the preceding one. 

There must be bodily felt contact between all participants, an openness to being affected, to use all of 

our senses in dramatizing and expressing your part.  The effect is a spontaneous, extemporaneous 

creative unfolding of the drama into a new configuration and interactive pattern that enables the 

Focuser (and participants) to experience themselves (and their patterns) in new ways. It allows us to 
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take a new stance in life, one that has been reformed in the journey. We are lead by and open to the 

body's direction of energy and movement, how it takes us and shows us a scene and how we can fill 

in what should have happened or needs to happen, in an authentic organic manner. It is that which 

has been absent, missing or incomplete that often binds a system to its origin and prevents further 

development. In the Transformational Theater, we offer our embodied self as a resource, one that 

allows the living body to unfold in its own right way. This involves the crucial capacity for embodied 

resonance, an attunement to the interconnected somatic field. In addition, we will practice the 

importance of mimesis, of letting the others' movements, energy and spirit penetrate and move our 

own body.  We learn not only to say back but moreover to play back and play out further how the 

others' bodily being has interaffected our own body. 

 

6. Embodiment: personate a part/place/scene One of the key skills of drama work is the capacity 

for personating a role, a part or a quality. We invite a bodily feel of the quality or being that we are 

intending (i.e. meaning; tending toward...) to explore or portray. Embodied personation requires a 

period of preparation, not just acting out something, but letting its felt sense come to awareness and 

to allow our whole body to be this entity. So we invite the body to immerse itself in the character, as 

if we are actors who will be playing a role in a production. When we have more fully entered into its 

feel, when its spirit and life energy arises, and we can inhabit this in a bodily way, then we let come 

whatever arises in its own way and time. It is this emergence of inner directed energy, impulse, 

sensations, that move into expression, action, interaction that is the hallmark of soma-dramas. This is 

so crucial because we want the body's own intentionality to form our responses, to let it arise from 

soma-sensitivity to the field and the scene as a whole, rather than from any pre-formed ideas of a 

role, or a quality. We first immerse our body-self into the role, then let it emerge  that empowers the 

transformational process, bringing something more to the pattern, or stance so it can live further and 

differently.   

 

7. Animation/dramatization Another aspect I want to mention is the capacity for expressive play, to 

be able to animate the living being (animare= to give life to; to breathe; ensoul; inspirit; revivify) 

that we are exploring or enacting. We want to bring our whole body and whole intention to that self, 

part, aspect so that we bring that being to life, to let it continue in the direction it is already going- 

sometimes "backward," "downward," "upward," etc. To animate a being can involve pantomiming, or 

exaggerating, at times moving into interaction with another being in the drama. It can also mean 

letting something be more fully felt, so that our emotionality can express itself and bodily energy can 
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more freely flow where it has been blocked or impaired. If a place does not want to speak, participate 

or be seen, we let it be just as "resistant" or hidden as it needs. Thus, we are giving permission to let 

all parts and aspects have their own life, and be (act) in whatever way it feels. Restoring the life 

(energy, spirit, impulses, vitality) to parts of ourselves is an integral aspect of the soma-drama. 

Sometimes I have felt moved to animate an unacknowledged aspect, one that might step in on behalf 

of a frightened self, or might ask permission to use physical touch to help animate a blocked off part. 

In sum, the capacity to dramatize (externalize) our inner-dramas and patterns through allowing them 

to experience, express and embody their own life is the core of the process. This focusing-oriented 

approach facilitates the unfolding of extraordinary diversity of authentic expression for the sake 

of the full awakening of each person and their contribution to the world.                                       

 

8. Embodied journeying In my experience, soma-dramas are journeys, a living process of 

'traveling," of being taken by the body to a place, scene, event, interaction or into the core of a 

pattern or life-stance. It is a living unfolding of body-wisdom, informed by our attunement to our role 

and it interaction with others and the whole scenario. Our "shaman" (Source) is not an external 

person who goes into an altered state to travel to other worlds in search of our lost soul, loss of 

power, recover our broken spirit, or find the cause of illness, etc. The living body of wholeness 

(soma) is our shaman, trusting that it has the wisdom, intelligence, and knowledge to bring to our 

awareness what is needed for healing, how and where our spirit was ruptured, etc. Journeying is 

thus a process of letting go and being lead by the energy and spirit of the soma, not just to bring 

us to a place but to show us and enable us to transform stuck or ingrained patterns. The journey 

starts at the edge (threshold) of what we don't know, or haven't been able to change. This edge 

becomes the space (the theater) that we enter in the theater drama.  

 

9. Transformational Theatre: a group Focusing experience in liminal space  

 One can make an analogy between the living body (soma) and theater, as both are "sites" 

of dramatic events and experiences. In fact, the original meaning of theater is  "A place for 

viewing or seeing; a place that is the setting for dramatic events, where significant actions or 

events take place." When we enter the space we call the Transformational Theatre, we are 

essentially opening the door into liminal space- to transcend something already formed or known, a 

repetitive pattern or issue, through inviting the living body in its spirit and wisdom to show more. 

Thus, the Transformational Theater is a liminal space in which in the light of our awareness, we 
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encounter and explore phenomena that show themselves. Moreover, by sensing that the inward 

space of the body is a pathway toward the godhead, we open our awareness to larger 

implications, the ontological and spiritual significance of what transpires in our theatre. It is a 

sacred space, in which multiple dimensions of experiencing and layers of meaning, are 

embedded in the sub-text of the dramas of the living body. In effect, we bring forth in external 3-

D space an unfolding of dramas from our internal theatre into our shared space. Each unique way 

of experiencing, expressing and/or enacting a personal drama is also at the same time implicitly 

revealing an archetypal or universal scenario, a returning to and recollecting a more primordial 

and pre-personal dimension of Being.  

 The notion of the theatre has emerged from this depth and breadth of potentiality of our 

embodiment as incarnate and spiritual beings- and as we will demonstrate, how one person's 

living body can retrieve and express something of another's story or drama- albeit in a new, 

creative and freshly alive way. This is the essence of embodied transformation. The dramatic 

aspect can be played out between two distinct gestures or movements that can interact with each 

other. This can also be explored via a bodily sensation, energy or connection between some part 

of the client and myself as we both Co-Presence the felt sense of what is emerging. When 

allowed to move outward into expression, movement, interaction, enactment etc., the bodily 

coming that arises has a more full-bodied way of being experienced, expressed and carried 

forward.  The whole group serves as a container for the process of each person "on stage."   

 

10. Setting the stage for the theatre: creating the drama-event 

 a. It is crucial to start from a shared intention to be present for the healing and transformation 

of ourselves and all others. This helps create a deepened sacredness to the space and to the group as a 

whole, as we become more intricately bound to each other in the circle of the theatre. The binding 

together, an interlinking of our embodied beings to the Being of the whole, itself can activate early 

life patterns and re-actions, and as often has happened, one person's process can trigger similar 

aspects in others. Thus, the theater truly becomes a site in which we both participate in and are 

witness to the unfolding of dramatic events. Just as our whole body can become an "ontological 

organ," (Merleau-Ponty), "an organ of Being," (D.M. Levin), a "sense organ of the soul," (Peter 

Wilberg), so the group forms into a living body of wholeness that becomes "an instrument of spirit." 

It is through this sensitive attunement to and receptiveness of the larger field of Being,  that we enter 
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the sacred space of our theatre- and can behold the courage and gift that each person's process brings 

to us.  

 b. The Theatre is set up so that participants who have something that they would like to 

explore are invited to have a turn. What has wanted to be processed is related to the initial calling 

or intention we shared at the outset of our journey. There are many ways of participating which 

offer important contributions to the theatre- i.e. as an active participant in someone else's 

process; as part of the audience that serves as witness, support, and at times if prompted, as 

offering authentic responses. We have seen how people can play different roles or take on certain 

functions within the group body- some tend to move in close, in the "inner circle," either as 

active participant or close-in support presence. Others remain in the background, forming an 

"outer circle," holding the larger space on the periphery. Every being serves an integral role in 

the functioning of the whole organism. Many have reported deep experiences and transformation 

while observing other people process. There is a Universal thread that inextricably connects us.  

 c. Here are some options for the Focuser in the theater space: 1) an individual Wholebody/ 

Focusing process with Facilitator with the group as background support; 2) inviting or asking for 

specific types of support or engagement from the group if/when needed; 3) embody and (if 

appropriate) enact a part from our inner world either with or without others directly participating; 

4) unpack various "parts" from a particular pattern and invite people to play those characters- of 

which the Focuser may be one of those characters, or can choose to be an observer. As observer, 

the Facilitator will be present to offer support and listening to whatever emerges while 

witnessing the interaction. Focuser is encouraged to request the process be stopped whenever 

something significant comes, or is welcome to directly intervene in the drama if something 

seems off or needed; 5) invite and allow some type of creative expression (dance, sounds, 

images, movements, etc.) either within one's own process and with the involvement of members 

of the group.                                 

 

11. Typology of Transformational Focusing Theatre work:  

1) Facing a "dark presence": dramatic encounter with an ominous Other 

 On the path of deep transformation, we must face many obstacles, both internal and in the 

world- one of the main obstacles being what we can call a "dark presence," in some traditions 

called the Guardian (Dweller) at the Threshold. In psychology, this presence has been called the 
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"Shadow" (Jung), the "Superego," (Freud), the Inner Parent or Critic/Judge, and can emerge in 

dreams as a menacing/gruesome/fierce creature. This dark presence is often an internalized 

imago of an abusive Other- as well as a split-off aspect of powerful rage/fury. Most often, the 

Self with which we identify feels that the energy from this presence is attacking, coming at the 

self- although we can also become "taken over" and manifest this "dark" part in certain states of 

strong anger, fury, attack. The theater space offers a place where this presence  can be confronted 

and/or a split-off aspect can be more fully embodied, expressed and enacted. There are at least 

two ways that this can be explored: 1) Focuser sets up an encounter and from within their own 

inner space, embodies and invites expression of whatever is moved to come; or 2) via Role 

Reversal, Focuser can choose to be (i.e. personate the role of) the internalized version (e.g. inner 

judge/critic)- or we can invite another to play out that part (see #2 below).  

 

2) Role reversal: embodying/enacting/expressing a disowned or split-off part 

 

 As stated above, the second way that this type of encountering can happen, is that the 

Focuser can choose to be the Dark Presence, i.e. embody a critical or other "demonic" part. This 

"reversal" involves a turning toward something, letting come the feelings/energy of that dark 

being that is (usually) in contrast to our familiar outer manner of being. Thus the energy that has 

not been allowed or has been suppressed, or seems to come at one self can be reversed so that it 

is enabled to flow from the whole body of the Focuser. The process of "reversal" (impersonating) 

also has the potential to transform the pattern of an inner drama in a way that can reveal hidden 

aspects or missing dimensions of an internalized character or life figure. 

 

3) Creative expression with and without active group participation  

 The Theater space sets up a possibility for creative, spontaneous expression of something 

that wants to be explored. The Focuser may choose to enact this alone, with support from the 

Facilitator and the group. It has also happened that the Focuser wants people in the group to 

participate, using their bodily felt sense as a guide to what comes- like a group improvisation. 

The Focuser sets the stage by describing the issue and perhaps an image or vision, or some other 

starting place- and if others are invited, then they can join in when moved to do so.  
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4) Exploring an inner part/pattern/symptom-inhabiting its space as a living being      

 There are certain habitual ways of being, embodied patterns of embodiment and behaving 

as well as particular symptoms that seem to have a life of their own. These patterns and 

symptoms can be conceptualized as parts of/in an internal drama with characters, scenes, 

interactions and themes (plot). In our theatre space, participants have the opportunity to bring 

forth some aspect of their inner drama on our "stage," to freshly explore through embodying, 

experiencing and expressing the life energy/spirit of one or more inner beings. Anything can be 

embodied and explored as its own entity, in the sense of a living being-in-a-world. Focuser can 

choose to have an individual WB/Focusing session with Facilitator, with the group as 

background support, and/or can include direct use of participants for certain roles or functions 

when requested. In this way, we can have a more direct, embodied experience of any aspect of 

our inner drama-world- and its interconnection with other parts, places and contexts- awakening 

its life-energy and transforming the pattern. 

5) Group Focusing-drama work: externalizing and enacting an internal drama 

 

 As in #4 above, when wanting to explore ingrained patterns and symptoms, Focusers can 

use others as "stand-ins" for aspects of their inner drama world. When so doing, the Focuser will 

describe the pattern or symptom, and briefly describe the context and characters associated with 

them. We can view this story as an internal drama, in which important characteristics can each 

be their own entity, i.e. have their own existence or being. Then Focuser selects and at times, 

participants self-select which role, entity, aspect that draws them. When complete, there are 

usually somewhere between 3-6 characters, who are then situated by the Focuser. Everyone is 

then guided into Grounded Presence, then asked to take a little time to invite their whole body to 

experience, inhabit and resonate with the felt sense of their part (in effect, to be that entity). It is 

from here that the process begins- the "characters" move, interact, speak, as guided by a bodily 

felt sense of the entity and its interconnection with the other entities and the whole scenario. 

6) Re-working a life event or scenario: group healing drama/ritual      

 Certain life events are seminal, i.e. etch lasting impressions, especially on the infant 

organism, which is still very fragile and susceptible to environmental pressures and traumas. Of 

course, a seminal event or type of scenario can exert traumatic influence at any age, resulting in a 
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similar blockage or stoppage of ongoing development. If we are sensitively attuned to the inner 

dramas, we may sense this event or story being replayed in many different guises, but with the 

same story line or theme. In the Theatre, the participants can choose to re-create, re-experience 

and/or re-enact a particularly event or type of event (scenario), in such a way that it allows for 

something to happen that either did not or could not occur at the time- how it should have 

happened. Another possibility is to allow some aspect of the event that has remained incomplete 

or unfinished to be expressed and/or enacted, thus enabling the blocked life-energy to restore 

itself. Often, the facilitator and/or participants can become the needed Other, filling in and 

playing out a missing function, aspect, interaction, that allows the inner self to release a pattern 

and awaken its own life energy. 

7) Recollecting of spirit through the ancestral body The living body is not just personal, an 

isolated monad in present time- but is also a body of our family/cultural/ generational history. If 

we stay attuned in Grounded Presence to a deeper resonance from the larger Field of Being, we 

can connect to a level of inter-being, inter-corporeality the echo of an ancestral body (D.M. 

Levine, 1989). Certain patterns of experiencing (living/feeling/behaving/embodying, etc.) can be 

silently transmitted through generations and acculturation- as a background context that colors a 

whole way of being. To retrieve a lost self, recover and restore a broken spirit often requires a 

type of ritual process in which we both cut a cord or tie to the past and re-connect the cord to a 

new family, a new environment, a new present.  We can also call on and play out the deeper 

spirit of a true family and parents, not the biological/social ones but letting others embody and 

express how a "real" mother (father, sister) would act- including animals, archetypes, etc. This 

imaginal space is the untapped and unlived possibilities that are "hardwired" into our ancestral 

and infantile body. In psychodrama this is called "surplus reality." It is a transpersonal awareness 

of a deeper connection of spirit with all of nature, all creatures, sentient beings and life.              

 

12. Pre-theatre guidelines: preparation for entering the Transformational Theatre 

* Preparation: Before beginning, it is essential to invite a bodily felt sense of what wants to 

happen or what pattern/stance wants to be explored. This preparation also involves sensing the 

intention, the purpose for the drama.  
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* Setting the drama: If the Focuser will be exploring and enacting an inner character, then it is 

important to start from Grounded Presence, then invite the body to more fully inhabit the life-

energy, spirit and feel of a part. The feeling qualities of this inner being are essential to first 

embody and resonate, prior to any outward expression. In fact, we strongly reinforce that this 

process is not a performance, nothing has to happen, there should not be any effort to "role play," 

for example, or necessarily express anything outwardly, unless it feels right.  

* If the Focuser wants to set up a drama space in terms of inner aspects of a pattern/symptom/ 

concern, they would first share a little of the background, then delineate the main characters or 

parts. In this model, any aspect or quality can be explored as its own "entity" (have its own being 

or existence)- such as symptoms, feelings, environments, voices.  

* Creating the event The Focuser feels a resonance with a member of the group to play a certain 

aspect. Of course, the member is free to opt out if it doesn't feel right. Once the "cast" is set, all 

participants are also given time to first, find their way into Grounded Presence, then also follow 

the guidelines as stated above- i.e. to take time to inwardly prepare for the role by inhabiting its 

feel/spirit and inviting a felt sense of that entity to emerge of its own accord 

* Enacting the soma-drama As the process begins and then unfolds, the Focuser can invite 

others to participate in particular ways, such as sitting close, standing behind, in a circle, 

touching, echoing sounds, dancing together etc. The chosen participants are invited to follow 

their own felt sense as it resonates within and in connection with the other parts and the scene or 

pattern and allow their body to do/feel/express whatever comes.  

* Those in the group who are not directly participating are invited to both maintain an attitude of 

caring support and inward receptivity, and to silently transmit energy and spirit from their own 

embodied sensitivity. Often, the background energy and feel from the group has a powerful 

effect on the Focuser and the active participants.  

* The invitation then is to let come whatever emerges from the inner spirit of the body and the 

felt sense of the entity/person being represented. Participants are encouraged to trust what comes 

as a Focusing attunement from the shared field even if it seems strange or very different from 

how it was originally portrayed. 

* Focuser as participant or observer The Focuser can choose to participate or more often, is 

the observer of the unfolding drama. As such, the Facilitator stands next to the Focuser, attuning 

to and listening for the felt sense of what arises. Facilitator can also function as a guide, coach, 
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and holder of the whole space, so that I may intervene or encourage one part, or sense when 

something feels "off," missing or not organic etc. The drama usually takes on a life of its own, 

unfolding organically and naturally through our shared interaction in the field. Focuser can enter 

into the drama at any point, or stop it or invite someone to move to a certain spot or do 

something else, etc. We await for a felt shift when the Focuser feels something move or awaken, 

or open, a bodily release, resonance or awareness- how what has emerged has helped live or 

carry further the intention. This signals the stopping place for this drama. 

  

13. Post-theatre guidelines: steps for completing a theater process 

Integration *It is vital to honor each person’s individual way of reaching completion. At the end 

of a process, no matter how deep or difficult was the experience, there is a space made to both 

come back to her wholebody self.                                                   

* Focuser is invited back into Grounded Presence- standing (or sitting) on their own; taking time 

to re-establish awareness of their Adult wholebody self in present time.                             

* Focuser can enter the configuration, now a part of this new patterning. We take time to embody 

the felt sense of the drama, and how it has transformed the pattern or stance. Then, the Focuser is 

invited to find a right stance to hold what has come, either standing on their own, or staying in 

contact with the others from the process                                                                                           

* All participants as well as whole group, are then invited into a moment of silent attunement, to 

connect both with their whole being, and to embody a felt sense of the experience. Sometimes 

this feels appropriate as a completion. At times, Focuser either requests or checks if ok to receive 

a brief response from anyone so moved in the group.  

* It is crucial that the Focuser as well as the other participants (and the group as a whole) breathe 

into this new sense, letting the information, energy, bodily shifts have time to be integrated and 

more fully embodied. There may be an awareness of the next step as already happened or 

holding its intention to be lived further. Sometimes an image, icon, word, symbol, body stance 

can provide a bridge to hold and maintain the shift, the new scene- and perhaps commit to further 

processing.  

Debrief The process is not complete until all participants have an opportunity to share what has 

come for them, either as part of the drama and/or as an awareness pertaining to their own life.                                                                      

* If there was a small group drama, the actors in the drama-work remain in a circle, and check 
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inside to sense if there are an residual effects of the role/part that remain- and also if there is 

something that wants to be shared about what it was like for them.  

* Taking time to express what we have felt, what it touched in us and what we have learned is an 

integral aspect of this shared journey. Usually this is a relatively brief checking in, although 

sometimes playing a certain part can touch very deep parts of ourselves. We take time to de-role, 

letting our body and spirit honor the part we played and then offer it to the Spirit, so we don't 

continue to hold it beyond the event.  

* The Focuser is asked to be protective of the felt sense/ wholebody awareness of what emerged 

and acknowledge if something feels too much or not ok to receive right now. Facilitator provides 

listening to anyone who wants to share from a grounded space what has come for them- in 

relation to the entity that they embodied. Focuser makes space to receive and resonate what is 

shared, and often more comes at this point. Should someone become activated by the process in 

such a way that seems part of that process and not their process, they can ask permission from 

the Focuser to continue a brief exploration.                                                                                      

* If any of the actors has been triggered by their participation, or someone in the larger group, 

they may request to have a turn. There is often a "spiral resonance" effect, such that what the 

Focuser's drama-work touches on universal or archetypal themes and patterns, activating 

something deeply felt in others. This can be silently acknowledged as a whole group, awakening 

buried or implicit pre-reflective sense in others.                                                                         

* Before another person begins, it is crucial that this process be brought to closure. Facilitator 

will guide the group into a silent re-connection with their whole body, inner space and the felt 

space of the group. We then stay a minute or so to invite deep breaths, send/receive appreciation 

for all those who participated (including oneself), and hold the whole process as a sacred gift. 

The group is encouraged to stay open to more that might come and find ways to symbolize 

during the day and remainder of our retreat. The spirit of the living body will continue to carry 

forward and bring forth new steps in its own way and time.                          

 

14. Discussion: Toward an integrated theory of the Transformational Focusing Theatre  

 The above examples highlight some of the types of processing that can unfold in our 

Transformational Theatre- along with a brief commentary on each drama-event.  

Here are some of the common elements of these theatre processes:  
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* The 'theatre' offers a 3 dimensional space where something can open outward and be 

externalized, played out in real time, providing a full body experience of something shifting and 

transforming... whatever comes is what is needed at this time... something shows up that is not 

part of the original system that fulfills just what was missing and is needed for a re-collection 

and re-solution of the living process of the client and the group. 

* In the field, there is a communally shared Co-Presencing as a support for the Focuser to have a 

deeper experience... the community or group forms as a Functional Whole... a larger presence/ 

expanded awareness of what is transpiring... a whole group living body. 

* The group provides a neutral holding that allows the Focuser's process to continue completing 

in its own time; the containment and active involvement of the group offers more space  so the 

body can complete its process... 

* There is a sacred quality to the community/group Co-Presencing- it creates a sacred place that 

enables the wisdom body to carry forward some aspect of the life process that had become stuck 

or stopped. .. The process develops in a numinous space in which the spirit of the living body 

moves or generates something that needs to happen... an underlying resource that we can tap into 

and rely on.... 

* The living body of wholeness is connected to and contained within a larger universal body... 

the safe containment provides a powerful connection with a whole field of new possibilities....  

* Focuser is supported and invited to find their own sense of what's needed and creatively enact a 

sequence in just the way that feels right... often hidden places feel safe to emerge into 

expression... 

* Every group member contributes to the field- everyone in the field is touched by what happens- 

something emerges in the field as the group is connected to the larger field of energy... 

* Everyone becomes attuned to and receives information from a deeper place that knows what 

needs to happen to resolve a situation and carry life forward... a mutual participation in a field of 

embodied knowing and wisdom... one that generates its own system that fills in what's missing in 

the original system and needed for healing.  

* Any aspect is itself an entity, i.e. a living being that is interconnected with other entities and a 

larger context or background in which they all interrelate. The theatre process becomes one of 

creating spaces for entities- i.e. externalizing and impersonating aspects of our inner drama-

world offering a more direct embodied experience of its energy.  
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* In the whole field of Being, life (spirit) energy moves the body into a space or place in which 

healing can happen... we notice this as spontaneous coming of a posture, gesture, sensation, 

sound, word, energy, vocalization, action, which is then invited to enact more of its own 

sequence... 

* Each member of the group feels the energy of the client and the symptom, problem, issue, 

role/part, and in effect, represents or carries some aspect of the system, or the constellation Thus 

each organism contributes to the Functional Whole of the process.  

* By Co-Presencing the whole and the part, we can let the body do what it feels, and allow the 

energy to move where it wants to go... so it reformulates the system in its own way... the shared 

inter-relational field is a larger whole of resonating the movement of life energy through the 

living body... 

* The process that emerges is a hermeneutic of the living body- i.e. it is a return or going back to 

then retrieve or bring forward that which has been recollected. This is a non-linear experience of 

both discovering through living/enacting/expressing as well as a creating through uncovering/ 

expanding the depths and levels of experiencing.                                                   

* Transformation is thus a shift to a Higher Order, a transpersonal awareness attuned to the 

larger Field of Being, i.e. an ontological understanding of our Being as a Whole, as informed and 

transformed by the coming of Spirit through our living body. A change in a very specific, 

existential situation also at the same time transforms our being in the world at a more general, 

ontological level- a hermeneutic spiraling and expanding of meaning. 

 

15. Conclusion: Transformation Theater as retrieval- three dimensions of Being 

 The process of soma-dramas in the Transformational Theater is one of opening our 

awareness to three different yet intertwined layers of our embodiment (D.M. Levin). These 

layers or stages in our growth as embodied beings can roughly be described as: 1) Pre-personal 

(infancy)- an original primal, unconditioned attunement and openness to Being, with freedom of 

movement and expression we enjoyed as infants; 2) Personal (ego-adult)- conditioned patterns 

of living and relating that tend to close off and limit access to Being, so that our embodiment is 

tense, unstable, uncomfortable, and we lose connection with inner spirit; and 3) Transpersonal 

Mature-Self)- an aware sense of openness-for-Being and conscious living from Wholeness, 

reconnecting with and retrieving the energy and felt sense of our pre-ontological body and spirit.  
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 The transition toward the Transpersonal level of Being necessitates a transforming of our 

ingrained patterns of living, so that our embodiment becomes more grounded, balanced, serene, 

free, gentle, agile. Thus we see transformation as inviting consciousness to welcome all exiled 

parts of ourselves so they can begin the journey of returning Home to the living body of 

wholeness- now with conscious awareness of our primal, pre-conditioned attunement to a larger 

sphere of being. This process of encountering split-off aspects of our being is fraught with 

challenges, anxieties and tensions- as the characters in our internal drama are reticent to change 

and must be incorporated (inhabited/appropriated) so that their inner spirit/energy is integrated 

into our bodily way of being in the world. They have already formed "personalities" and 

"bodies," often living in a world of their own, playing out their own dramas in a projected world 

of danger, threat, betrayal, etc. This in no way diminishes the real threats in our 

physical/psychical environment- and ultimately, are we gather and retrieve a fuller range of 

resources, we can return to our lives with a new, empowered stance toward the healing of the 

world and sentient beings.  
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  Soma-drama as embodied journey: short form                                

                                   

1. Calling= a) impasse- next step that is hard to take; pattern that is hard to break;                        

        b) delineation of the pattern/ life-stance/ scene to explore or rework 

        c) emergent body lead- gesture; posture; movement; image  

 

2. Intention= a) felt sense of the purpose, reason, motivation for journey 

           b) question that initiates a quest for new awareness/ growth 

           c) quality of being or new capacity of self to be developed 

 

3) Preparation= a) Wholebody grounded presence 

    b) Clearing mind of pre-suppositions and formed ideas 

               c) Warm-up- free movement/expression; loosening; breathing... 

 

4). Staging=   a) Creating the drama-event or journey- envisioning the space 

               b) Sensing how the event might be staged 

    c) Forming the different characters/roles for the drama 

    d) Focuser as participant or observer 

 

5) Enacting=     a) Participants embody the feel of the part and the whole scene 

    b) Set the characters in position- mirrors the pattern/ scene 

    c) Each participant moves/expresses in felt contact with others 

 

6) Unfolding=   a) Sense the development of the drama or process of the journey 

    b) Facilitator supports Focuser and group- acts as guide, coach, director 

    c) Takes on a life of its own- organic evolution 

    d) Facilitator or Focuser can intervene if something feels "off," "missing" 

     

7) Resolution=  a) Focuser may stop process when a shift happens- awareness; new sense 

    b) Focuser can decide to enter into or step out of the drama 

    c) Focuser takes time to feel the new configuration, pattern or capacity 

                          d) Everyone invites a felt sense of their role and its new relation to whole 

 

8) Integration=  a) Focuser invited to stand on her own- to bodily experience the process 

    b) Focuser feels herself in relation to the others- as her own whole self 

    c) This can be done alone or with active support/participation of group 

               d) Sense how this carries forward the initial intention and question 

               e) Develop a way of holding what has come- taking a stance; image; phrase 

 

9) Debrief=   a) Invite participants to share experiences- what was felt, learned, activated 

                          b) Focuser can choose to share- or may decide to remain silent 

                          c) Facilitator may also share his experience- and invite any questions 

                          d) Continues for brief time until complete or agreed time frame ends 

 

10) Returning=  a) Invite participants to de-role- offer their role to Spirit; release; come back                    

 b) Facilitator leads a short closing for whole group- silently hold the process                             
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                 Transformational Theater: Core principles of Soma-dramas in WBF                            

1. We can envision/ grasp the whole- sense how the system/scene is aligned                                

2. There is an inherent righting tendency that guides our responses, movements and interactions 

3. Body will show a story- lives a drama; reveals an embodied life-stance and scene it inhabits 

4. We can unpack and externalize inner parts/characters/ aspects of our patterns 

5. We don't play "real people"- only inner beings as bodily carried and identified 

6. Let "it" come- don't try to make something, or use ideas of what should, happen 

7. What comes is in resonance and bodily felt contact with the part and others in drama 

8. We first immerse/inhabit the role, then let emerge- moved by an inner Source 

9. Enjoy the process- dramas are done in spirit of play, and communion- even when hard! 

10. Let the body lead the way- we are guided by inner-directed movements, energy, images 

11. Intention launches the drama- question as quest; directing our attention and focusing 

12. The theater is a shared body- inter-somatic field form a larger organism of spirit. 

13. We allow others to hold, embody, live out and express our inner characters. 

14. Spontaneity, extemporaneous improvisation and creativity are crucial for the drama. 

15. This is a performative process- we learn and transform through embodied living and doing. 

 

 

Glenn Fleisch, Ph.D., MFT can be reached at:  

 

Email: glenn@glennfleisch.com   Phone: 415-384-0144 (home); 707-315-2370 (cell) 

 

Web site: glennfleisch.com   

 

Skype: glenn.h.fleisch/ Zoom: https://zoom.us/j/5424450913. 
 

Address: 922 Centro Way, Mill Valley, CA. 94941 

 

https://zoom.us/j/5424450913

